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ABSTRACT
In [5] w e introduced a Timed Linda language (T-Linda)
whic hwas obtained by a natural timed interpretation of
the usual constructs of the Linda model and by including
a simple primitive for specifying time-outs. Here we de�ne
a denotational model for T-Linda which is based on time d
reactive sequences. The correctness of this model is proved
w.r.t a notion of observ ables which include �nite traces of
actions and input/output pairs.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently there has been some interest in the investigation

of temporal properties of Linda-like coordination languages
[12, 20, 5]. Time critical features are in fact important in
the con text of coordination of complex applications for open,
distributed systems, where often one has the need to express
timing constraints such as upper limits on the wait for an
event, that is time-outs, and �xed (bounded) duration for
gran ting a service, so called leasing. Consider for example
the case of a bank teller machine. Once a card is accepted
and its identi�cation number has been checked, the machine
asks the authorization of the bank to release the requested
money. If the authorization does not arrive within a reason-
able amount of time then the card should be given back to
the customer. In order to model such a situation the lan-
guage should allow us to specify that, in case a given time
bound is exceeded (i.e. a time-out occurs), the wait is inter-
rupted and an alternative action is taken. Indeed, time-outs
can be expressed in JavaSpaces [30] and TSpaces [31], tw o
coordination middlewares for distributed Java programming
based on the Linda model [17, 14] and produced by Sun and
IBM, respectively.
T emporal aspects of concurrent computations have been

extensively studied in many di�erent formal settings, in-
cluding timed process algebras, temporal logic (and its exe-

cutable versions) and the concurrent sync hronous languages
ESTEREL, LUSTRE, SIGNAL and Statecharts. In particular,
timed process algebras (e.g. see [1, 2, 9, 19]) can be used to
specify and verify large, non-deterministic reactive and real-
time systems while deterministic concurrent synchronous
languages such as ESTEREL [3] have speci�cally been designed
for programming \kernels" of reactive systems.
A di�erent approach to specify and program reactive sys-

tems has recently been de�ned [27, 28, 4] in the context of
concurr entconstraint programming (ccp) [25, 26, 29]. Ccp
is a programming paradigm quite similar to Linda: In both
cases the computation proceeds via accumulation of infor-
mation in a global shared store, and information is pro-
duced by the concurrent and asynchronous activity of sev-
eral processes. These can also check for the presence of
information in the store, thus allowing one to express syn-
chronization and coordination of di�erent processes. How-
ever, while tuples are used in Linda, in ccp the information
is represen ted in terms of constraints. Furthermore, di�er-
ently from the case of Linda, in ccp once the information
is produced it cannot be removed from the store, so the
latter gro ws monotonically. In [27, 28, 4] timed extensions
of ccp were de�ned around the hypothesis of bounded asyn-
chrony [27]: Computation takes a bounded period of time
(rather than being instantaneous as in ESTEREL) and the
whole system evolv es in cycles corresponding to time-units.
While the language de�ned in [27, 28] is a deterministic
one, inspired to sync hronous languages and useful mainly
for programming small real-time kernels, the timed ccp de-
�ned in [4] includes non-determinism and is more appropri-
ate for specifying large systems involving several processes,
possibly running on di�erent processors, communicating via
async hronous links.
In this paper we investigate the semantics of a timed ex-

tension of Linda, called T-Linda. T-Linda was de�ned in [5]
by introducing an explicit time-out primitive and by provid-
ing a natural timed interpretation of the usual programming
constructs of Linda: A time-unit is identi�ed with the time
needed for the execution of a basic Linda action (out, in
and rd) and action pre�xing is interpreted as the next-time
operator. The parallel operator of T-Linda is interpreted
in terms of interleaving, as usual, how ever maximal paral-
lelism is assumed for actions depending on time. In other
w ords, time passes for all the parallel processes involved in
a computation. This approach is di�erent from that one of
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[4], where maximal parallelism was assumed for any kind of
action, and it is also di�erent from those considered in [12,
20] (see the discussion in Section 4).
We describe denotationally T-Linda by de�ning a �x-point

semantics which is correct w.r.t. a notion of observables
which considers sequences of actions performed on the tuple
space. As a corollary, we obtain also correctness w.r.t the
input/output notion of observables. We also conjecture that
the semantics is fully abstract w.r.t. traces.
The semantics which associates to a process its observ-

ables (either traces or input/output pairs) is not composi-
tional. The compositional semantics that we de�ne is then
based on di�erent semantic structures, namely sequences
of triples consisting of two multisets of tuples and a label.
As we discuss later in the paper, these sequences are simi-
lar to the so called reactive sequences which were used in
the semantics of several other languages. However reac-
tive sequences are here provided with a di�erent interpre-
tation which accounts for the timing aspects: Intuitively,
each triple hmi;m

0
i; xi represents a computation step per-

formed by the process P which, at time i, assuming mi as
input tuple-space (i.e. store) produces the space m0

i by per-
forming an action of \type" x. This latter information is
needed to distinguish actions representing passing of time,
which may proceed according to maximal parallelism, from
other actions which follow an interleaving scheduling policy.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Next

Section introduces the language T-Linda and its operational
semantics. In Section 3 we introduce the denotational model.
Section 4 concludes by discussing related work and by indi-
cating directions for future research.

2. THE TIMED LINDA LANGUAGE
In this Section we introduce the Timed Linda (T-Linda)

language and provide its operational semantics as de�ned
in [5] by using a transition system. The material in this
Section is therefore largely derived from [5].
The basic idea underlying Linda [17, 14] is that computa-

tion progresses via accumulation of information, represented
in terms of tuples, in a global shared multiset called tuple
space or store. Here we abstract from the speci�c nature of
tuples and assume that these are elementary objects ranged
over by a; b; : : :. Information is produced and removed by the
concurrent and asynchronous activity of several processes
which can add a tuple a to the store by using the basic op-
eration out(a). Dually, processes can also remove a tuple
from the store by performing an in(a) operation and read a
tuple from the store by means of a rd(a) operation. Di�er-
ently from the case of out(a), both in(a) and rd(a) are block-
ing operations, that is, if a is not present in the store then
the evaluation of in(a) and rd(a) is suspended, thus allowing
one to express coordination among di�erent processes. A
kind of if then else is also present in the form of a construct
rdp(a)?P Q: If a is present in the store then the process P
is evaluated, otherwise the computation proceeds with the
process Q (an analogous construct inp(a)?P Q di�ers from
the previous one only in that the tuple a, whenever present,
is removed from the store). The k operator allows one to
express parallel composition of two processes A k B and it is
usually described in terms of interleaving.
When querying the store for some information which is

not present (yet) a process will either suspend until the re-
quired information has arrived (in case of in(a) and rd(a)

processes) or will take an alternative continuation (in case of
rdp(a)?P Q and inp(a)?P Q). However, as previously men-
tioned, in many practical cases often one has the need to
express time-outs.

T-Linda was then de�ned [5] by assuming the existence of
a discrete global clock and by assuming that the basic actions
out(a); in(a) and rd(a) take one time-unit. T-Linda computa-
tions evolve in steps of one time-unit, so called clock-cycles,
and action pre�xing is the syntactic marker which distin-
guishes a time instant from the next one. So, for example,
the process out(a):P has to be regarded as the process which
updates the current store by adding a and then, at the next
time instant, behaves like P. Analogously, if a is contained
in the current store then the process in(a):P behaves like P
at the next time instant, after having removed a from the
store. If a is not present in the store at time t then the pro-
cess in(a):P is suspended, i.e. at time t+1 it is checked again
whether the store contains a. The process rd(a):P behaves
like in(a):P without removing information from the store.
The parallel construct is interpreted in terms of interleav-

ing, as usual in many (timed) process algebras and in all the
main Linda dialects. Alternatively one could adopt maximal
parallelism, which means that at each moment every enabled
process of the system is activated. However this implies that
parallel processes are executed on di�erent processors and
that, in principle, an unbounded number of processes is re-
quired, since dynamic process creation is allowed. Further-
more, di�erently from the case of the ccp paradigm (which
does not allow information removal), competing requests for
removing the same tuple should be scheduled: For example,
if the store contains only one occurrence of the tuple a, then
only one of the parallel requests in(a) k in(a) should be sat-
is�ed. For these reasons, di�erently from the case of the
timed ccp language in [4], interleaving of accesses to the tu-
ple space seems a more appropriate choice than maximal
parallelism for T-Linda.
Time-outs are modeled in T-Linda by the construct

rdp(a)t?P Q

whose meaning is analogous to that one of the un-timed
version, with the di�erence that here one is allowed to wait
t time units for the presence of the tuple a in the store and
the subsequent evaluation of the process P; If this time limit
is exceeded then the process Q is evaluated. Thus, in case
the tuple a is not present in the tuple space the temporal
behavior of rdp(a)t?P Q is in between the in�nite wait of
rd(a) and the no-wait of rdp(a)?P Q. A similar construct
inp(a)t?P Q which removes also the tuple a from the store
could be de�ned analogously, we omit it since it semantic
treatment would be similar to that one of rdp(a)t?P Q.
Non-determinism arises in T-Linda by allowing a choice

operator A + B, as in the case of classical timed process
algebras. It is worth recalling that non-determinism arises
naturally when considering large reactive systems running
on di�erent processors and communicating via asynchronous
links. Furthermore, absence of non-determinism rules out
the possibility of expressing interesting temporal behaviours
like bounded response properties (see [22] and [32, 24]).
A notion of locality is also present and it is obtained by

introducing the process A n a which behaves like A, with a
considered local to A.
Summarizing, we obtain the following syntax.
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Definition 2.1. [Timed Linda Language] [5] Assuming
a given set of tuples T, with typical elements a; b : : :, the
syntax of the Timed Linda processes is given by the following
grammar:

P ::= stop j out(a).P j in(a).P j rd(a).P j rdp(a)t?P P j
P k P j P+ P j P n a j X j recX:P

where t is a natural number greater or equal to 0.

In the previous de�nition, as usual, we assume that only
guarded forms of recursion are used, that is, a recursive call
is always pre�xed by an in; out; rd or rdp action.

2.1 Operational semantics
The operational model of T-Linda can be formally de-

scribed by a labeled transition system
T = (Conf ; Label;�!) where we assert that each transition
step takes exactly one time-unit. Con�gurations Conf are
pairs consisting of a process and a multi-set of tuples (the
tuple space, also called store). In the following ] denotes
the multisets union, while Label = f�; �g is the set of labels.
We use labels to distinguish \real" computational steps per-
formed by processes which have the control (label �) from
the transitions which model only the passing of time (label
�). So �-actions are those performed by processes which
modify the store (out, in), which perform a check on the
store (rd; rdpt) or that correspond to exceeding a time-out
(rdp0). On the other hand � -actions are those performed by
time-out processes (rdpt) in case they have not the control.
The transition relation �!� Conf �Labels�Conf is the

least relation satisfying the (axioms and the) rules R1-R14
in Table 1 and characterizes the (temporal) evolution of the

system. So, hP;mi
x
�! hQ;m0i with x 2 f�; �g means that

if at time t we have the process P and the store m, then at
time t + 1 we have the process Q and the store m0. Let us
now briey discuss the rules in Table 1.
The process stop represents successful termination, so it

cannot make any transition. Axiom R1 shows that we are
considering a non-blocking output operation: The process
out(a):P adds a to the tuple space m and then it behaves
as P at the next time instant. Note that the evaluation of
an output action takes one time-unit and the updated space
m ] fag will be visible only starting from the next time
instant.
Both in(a) and rd(a) are blocking operations, as shown by

the axioms R2 and R3: In case the store does not contain
a the computation is suspended, otherwise the computation
proceeds (removing a only in case of the in operation). As it
results from the transition rules, also the evaluation of the
in(a) and rd(a) actions takes one time-unit.
The axioms R4-R8 show that the time-out process

rdp(a)t?P Q behaves either as P or as Q depending on the
presence of a in the tuple space in the next t time units: if
t > 0 and a is present in the tuple space then P is evaluated
(rule R4). If t > 0 and a is not present then the check
for a is repeated at the next time instant and the value of
the counter t is decreased (axiom R5); Note that in this
case we use the label �, since a check on the store has been
performed. As shown by axiom R6, the counter can be
decreased also by performing a � -action: Intuitively this rule
is used to model the situation in which, even though the
evaluation of the time-out started already, another (parallel)
process has the control. In this case, di�erently from the

approach in [12], time continues to elapse (via � -actions) also
for the time-out process (see also the rules for the parallel
operator). Axioms R7 and R8 show that if the time-out
is exceeded, i.e. the counter t has reached the value of 0,
then the process rdp(a)t?P Q behaves as Q. The presence of
the � action in axiom R8 ensure that the time-out process
terminates at the correct time instant also when a � action
cannot be performed.
RulesR9-R10 model the parallel composition operator in

terms of interleaving, since only one basic �-action is allowed
for each transition (i.e. for each unit of time). This means
that the access to the shared resource consisting of the global
tuple space is granted to one process a time. However, time
passes for all the processes appearing in the k context at
the external level, as shown by rule R9, since � -actions are
allowed together with �-actions. On the other hand, a paral-
lel component is allowed to proceed in isolation if (and only
if) the other parallel component cannot perform a � -action
(rule R10). To summarize, we adopt maximal parallelism
for time elapsing (i.e. � -actions) and an interleaving model
for basic computation steps (i.e. �-actions).
We have adopted this approach, di�erent from that one in

[12], because it seems more adequate to the nature of time-
out operators not to interrupt the elapsing of time once the
evaluation of a time-out has started (see Section 4 for a
detailed comparison with [12]).
Clearly one could start the elapsing of time when the time

out process is scheduled, rather than when it appears in the
top-level current parallel context. This modi�cation could
easily be obtained by adding a syntactic construct to di�er-
entiate active time outs from inactive ones and by changing
accordingly the transition system. One could also easily
modify the semantics (both operational and denotational)
to consider a more liberal assumption which allows multiple
read actions in parallel. On the contrary, considering full
maximal parallelism, i.e. allowing each enabled process to
proceed, would cause several substantial di�erences.
Rules R11�R13 de�ne the behavior of the choice oper-

ator. Here, di�erently from the usual case, when performing
� -actions we do not select a branch in the choice (rules R12
and R13) because these actions, as previously mentioned,
denote only the passing of time. Analogously to the case
of the parallel operator, a process P in a choice P + Q can
locally advance its time (i.e. perform � -actions) only if no
other activated process in Q requires passing of time.
As speci�ed by rule R14, the process P n a behaves like

P, with a considered local to P, i.e. the information on a
provided by the external tuple space is hidden from P and,
conversely, the information on a produced locally by P is
hidden from external world. To describe locality in ruleR13
the syntax has been extended by a process Pd n a where d is
a local tuple space of P containing information on a which is
hidden in the external store. When the computation starts
the local store is empty, i.e. P n a = P; n a. In this rule
we use also the following notation: Given a multiset m, we
denote by m # a the multiset obtained from m by deleting
all the occurrences of the tuple a and we denote by m " a
the multiset consisting only of the occurrences in m of the
tuple a.
Rule R15 treats the case of a recursive de�nition in the

usual way (recall that guarded recursion is assumed, i.e. a
recursive call is always pre�xed by an in; out; rd or rdp ac-
tion). Even though we use a rule with a negative premise,
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R1 hout(a):P;mi
�
�! hP;m ] fagi

R2 hin(a):P;m ] fagi
�
�! hP;mi

R3 hrd(a):P;m ] fagi
�
�! hP;m ] fagi

R4 hrdp(a)t?P Q;m ] fagi
�
�! hP;m ] fagi t > 0

R5 hrdp(a)t?P Q;mi
�
�! hrdp(a)t�1?P Q;mi t > 0 and a 62 m

R6 hrdp(a)t?P Q;mi
�
�! hrdp(a)t�1?P Q;mi t > 0

R7 hrdp(a)0?P Q; mi
�
�! hQ;mi

R8 hrdp(a)0?P Q; mi
�
�! hQ;mi

R9
hP;mi

x
�! hP0; m0i hQ;mi

�
�! hQ0; mi x 2 f�; �g

hP k Q;mi
x
�! hP0 k Q0;m0i

R10
hP;mi

x
�! hP0; m0i hQ;mi 6

�
�! x 2 f�; �g

hP k Q; mi
x
�! hP0 k Q;m0i

R11
hP;mi

�
�! hP0;m0i

hP+Q;mi
�
�! hP0;m0i

R12
hP;mi

�
�! hP0; mi hQ;mi

�
�! hQ0;mi

hP+Q; mi
�
�! hP0 +Q0;mi

R13
hP;mi

�
�! hP0; mi hQ;mi

�

6�!

hP+Q;mi
�
�! hP0 +Q;mi

R14
hP; (m # a) ] di

x
�! hQ;m0i x 2 f�; �g

hPd n a;mi
x
�! hQm

0"a n a; (m0 # a) ] (m " a)i

R15
hP[recX:P=X];mi

x
�! hP0;m0i x 2 f�; �g

hrecX:P;mi
x
�! hP0;m0i

Table 1: The transition system for T-Linda (symmetric rules of rules R9,R10,R11 and R13 are omitted).
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the relation �! described by the rules in Table 1 is well
de�ned since the transition system it is strictly strati�able
(see [18]).
Using such a transition system we can then de�ne the

following notion of observables which considers the behav-
ior of terminating computations, including the deadlocked
ones, in terms of traces. Other notions of observables (e.g.
input/ouput pairs) can be obtained as simple abstractions
of the traces we consider here. Note that we consider only
sequences of transition steps which do not involve � -steps, as
these do not correspond to actions on the store (also time-
outs can perform �-actions, see rules R4 and R5).

Definition 2.2. [Observables] Let P be a T-Linda pro-
cess. We de�ne

O(P) = fm1m2 : : :mn j hP;m1i
�
! hP2;m2i

�
! hPn; mni

�

6�!g:

Other notions of observables (e.g. input/ouput pairs or
\resting points") can be obtained as simple abstractions of
the previous notion. For example, input/ouput pairs are
obviously de�ned as follows.

Definition 2.3. [Observables] Let P be a T-Linda pro-
cess. We de�ne

Oio(P) = fhm1; mni j there exists m1m2 : : :mn 2 O(P)g:

3. THE DENOTATIONAL MODEL
It is easy to see that the operational semantics which as-

sociates to a process A its observables Oio(P) is not compo-
sitional. For example, consider the processes

P = rdp(a)1?out(b) loop

and

Q = rdp(a)2?out(b) loop

where loop is any non terminating process. Then O(P) =
O(Q) holds, however we have that

fcgfa; cgfa; cgfa; b; cg 2 O(Q k out(a)) n O(P k out(a)):

As a consequence, also the semantics which associates to
a process P the observables Oio(P) is not compositional.
In this Section we then de�ne a compositional charac-

terization of the operational semantics obtained by using
timed reactive sequences to represent Linda computations.
These sequences are similar to those used in the seman-
tics of dataow languages [21], imperative languages [6, 10],
(timed) ccp [8, 4] and Linda [11]. However, di�erently from
the previous cases, here we consider triples rather than pairs,
as �-actions have to be distinguished from � -actions. This
di�erence, which accounts for the temporal features of T-
Linda, leads to a di�erent technical development. Our de-
notational model associates to a process a set of (timed)
reactive sequences of the form

hm1;m
0
1; x1i � � � hmn; m

0
n; xnihm;m; �i

where for any i, 1 � i � n, m;mi;m
0
i are multisets and

xi 2 f�; �g. Any triple hmi;m
0
i; xii represents a computa-

tion step performed by a generic process at time i: Intu-
itively, the process transforms the tuple space from mi to
m0

i by performing a transition step labeled by xi or, in other
words, mi is the assumption on the tuple space, xi is the la-
bel of the performed step and m0

i is the contribution of the

process itself. The last triple indicates that no further infor-
mation can be produced by the process, thus pointing out
that a \resting point" has been reached.
Actually this intuitive interpretation of sequences is not

completely adequate. Indeed, the basic idea underlying the
denotational model then is that, di�erently from the case
of the operational semantics, inactive processes can always
make a � -step, where an inactive process is either a sus-
pended one (due to the absence of the required tuple in
the store) or a non scheduled component of a parallel con-
struct. These additional � -steps, which represent passing of
time and are needed to obtain a compositional model in a
simple way, are then added to denotations as triples of the
form hm;m; � i. For example, the denotation of the process
out(a) (we omit the continuation for simplicity) contains all
the triples of the form hm;m]fag; �i for any possible initial
store m, as these represent the action of adding the tuple a
to the current store. However, such a denotation contains
also sequences where hm;m] fag; �i is preceded by a �nite
sequence of triples of the form hm;m; �i, where such a se-
quence represents the passing of time while the process is
inactive (because some other parallel process is scheduled).
Before de�ning formally the denotational semantics we

need to de�ne the operators ~out, ~in, ~rd, ~rdp, ~k, ~+ and ~n
which act on sets of sequences and are the semantic coun-
terparts of the syntactic constructs appearing in the lan-
guage. Here and in the following the set of all reactive
sequences is denoted by S, with typical elements s; s1 : : :,
while sets of reactive sequences are denoted by S; S1 : : : and
}(S) denotes the set of subsets of S. Furthermore, � indi-
cates the operator which concatenates sequence and given
a sequence s = hm1;m

0
1; x1ihm2;m

0
2; x2i � � � hmn;mn; �i we

de�ne first(s) = m1 and result(s) = mn. We also assume
that functions (with range }(S)) are ordered by the point-
wise extension of the ordering �.

Definition 3.1. Let S; S1 and S2 be sets of reactive se-

quences. Then we de�ne the operators ~out, ~in, ~rd, ~rdp, ~k,
~+ and ~n as follows:
The Out-Operator ~out : T � }(S) ! }(S) is the least
function (w.r.t. the ordering induced by �) which satis�es
the following equation

~out(a; S) = fs 2 S j s = hm;m ] fag; �i � s0 and s0 2 S g
[
fs 2 S j s = hm;m; � i � s0 and s0 2 ~out(a; S) g:

The In-Operator ~in : T� }(S)! }(S) is the least func-
tion which satis�es the following equation

~in(a; S) = fs 2 S j either s = hm ] fag;m; �i � s0 and
s0 2 S or s = hm;m; �i and a 62 m g

[
fs 2 S j s = hm;m; �i � s0 and s0 2 ~in(a; S) g:

The Rd-Operator ~rd : T�}(S)! }(S) is the least func-
tion which satis�es the following equation

~rd(a; S) = fs 2 S j either s = hm ] fag;m ] fag; �i � s0

and s0 2 S or
s = hm;m; �i and a 62 m g

[

fs 2 S j s = hm;m; � i � s0 and s0 2 ~rd(a; S) g:

The Rdpt-Operator ~rdpt : T�}(S)�}(S)! }(S), with
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t > 0, is de�ned as ~rdpt(a; S1; S2) =

fs 2 S j either s = hm ] fag;m ] fag; �i � s0 and s0 2 S1
or s = hm;m; �i � s0; a 62 m and

s0 2 ~rdpt�1(a; S1; S2) g
[

fs 2 S j s = hm;m; �i � s0 and s0 2 ~rdpt�1(a; S1; S2) g:

The Rdp0-Operator ~rdp0 : T � }(S) � }(S) ! }(S)
is the least function which satis�es the following equation:
~rdp0(a; S1; S2) =

fs 2 S j either s = hm;m; �i � s0 and s0 2 S2
or s = hm;m; �i � s0 and s0 2 ~rdp0(a; S1; S2) g:

Parallel Composition. Let ~k 2 S�S ! S be the (commu-
tative and associative) partial operator de�ned by induction
on the length of the sequences as follows:

hm;m; �i~khm;m;�i = hm;m; �i;

hm;m0; xi � s~khm;m; �i � s0 = hm;m; �i � s0~khm;m0; xi � s =

hm;m0; xi � (s~ks0);

where x 2 f�; �g.

We de�ne S1~kS2 as the point-wise extension of the above
operator to sets.
Choice. Let S be a set of reactive sequences and let m;m0

be multisets. We de�ne

�(S) = fs j there exists m;m0; s0 such that
s = hm;m0; �i � s0 and s 2 Sg

so, �(S) denotes the subset of S consisting of sequences
starting with a �-action. We also de�ne

�(S;m) = fs j hm;m; �i � s 2 Sg;

�(S;m) denotes then the set of sequences obtained by remov-
ing the �rst element from those sequences in S which start
with a � -action and input store m.
The semantic choice operator ~+ : }(S)� }(S)! }(S) is

then the least function which satis�es the following equation:

S1~+S2 = fs 2 S j s 2 �(S1) [ �(S2)g
[
fs 2 S j s = hm;m; �i � s0;

s0 2 �(S1;m)~+�(S2;m)g
[
fhm;m; �i 2 S j hm;m; �i 2 S1 \ S2 g:

Hiding Operator. We �rst need the notions of a-connected
and a-invariant sequence which are similar to those intro-
duced in [7]. First let us recall that, as previously de�ned,
given a multiset m, we denote by m # a the multiset ob-
tained from m by deleting all the occurrences of the tuple a
and we denote by m " a the multiset consisting only of the
occurrences in m of the tuple a.
Given a sequence s = hm1; m

0
1; x1i � � � hmn;mn; �i, we de-

note by s # a the sequence obtained from s by deleting each
occurrence of the tuple a in the multisets m1;m

0
1; : : : ;mn.

Namely

s # a = hm1 # a;m
0
1 # a; x1i � � � hmn # a;mn # a; �i:

Then we say that s is a-connected if

� m1 # a = m1 (that is, the input multiset of s0 does not
contain any occurrence of the tuple a) and

� mi " a = m0
i�1 " a for each i 2 [2; n] (that is, each in-

put multiset mi does not contain any information on a
which has not been produced previously in the sequence
by some m0

j ; note that a generic m0 can introduce new
a0s).

Moreover, the sequence s is a-invariant if

� for all computation steps hm;m0; xi of s,

m0 " a = m " a

holds.

The semantic hiding operator then can be de�ned as follows:

~n(a; S) = fs 2 S j there exists s0 2 S s.t. s # a = s0 # a;
s0 is a-connected and s is a-invariantg:

It is immediate to see that the previous semantic opera-
tors are well de�ned, that is, the least functions which sat-
is�es the equations actually exist and can be obtained by a
standard �x-point construction.
The de�nitions of the ~out; ~in; ~rd and ~rdpt operators re-

ect the operational behaviour of their syntactic counterpart
with the mentioned addition of � -steps. In the de�nition of
~in, ~rd and ~rdpt we also include (as post�xes) triples of the
form hm;m; �i which denote suspension. More generally, as
previously mentioned, these indicate that no further infor-
mation can be generated, i.e. that a �nal result of computa-
tion has been reached (notice that each process is terminated
by Stop, whose denotation contains sequences ending with
a hm;m; �i triple).
In the semantic parallel operator (acting on sequences) we

require that at each point of time at most one �-action is
present and the two arguments of the operator agree with re-
spect to the contribution of the environment (the �rst com-
ponent of the triple). We also require that the two argu-
ments have the same length (in all other cases the parallel
composition is assumed being unde�ned): this is necessary
to reect the passage of time since the i � th element of
any sequence corresponds to the given process' action on the
i�th time step. Even though we merge point-wise sequences
of the same length, this models an interleaving approach for
�-actions, because of the previously mentioned addition of
� -steps to denotations.
Concerning the semantic choice operator, we include in

the result all the sequences which start with a �-action and
belong to one of the two arguments: Clearly this models
the case in which one of the two component is chosen and a
�-action is performed (see rule R11). In case both the argu-
ments S1 and S2 contain a sequence starting with hm;m; �i,
say hm;m; � i �s1 and hm;m; � i �s2, we also include in S1 ~+S2
a sequence starting with hm;m; � i and continuing with a se-
quence resulting from the (semantic) choice between s1 and
s2: This covers both cases considered by rules R12 and
R13, because of the addition of � -steps to denotations.
In the hiding operator we say that a sequence is a-connected

if no information on a is present in the input store which
has not been already accumulated by the computation of
the process itself. A sequence is a-invariant if its compu-
tation steps do not provide more information on a. These
de�nitions are essentially the same as those used to model
the notion of locality in [7].
We can then de�ne the denotational semantics D as fol-

lows. Here Processes denote the set of T-Linda processes.
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E1 D[[stop]] = fhm1;m1; � ihm2;m2; � i � � � hmn;mn; �i 2 S j n � 1g

E2 D[[out(a):P]] = ~out(a;D[[P]]):

E3 D[[in(a):P]] = ~in(a;D[[P]]):

E4 D[[rd(a):P]] = ~rd(a;D[[P]]):

E5 D[[rdp(a)t?P Q]] = ~rdpt(a;D[[P]];D[[Q]]):

E6 D[[A k B]] = D[[A]] ~k D[[B]]

E7 D[[P1 + P2]] = D[[P1]] ~+D[[P2]]:

E8 D[[P n a]] = ~n(a;D[[P]]):

E9 D[[recX:P]] = D[[P[recX:P=X]]]

Table 2: Denotational semantics of T-Linda

Definition 3.2. The denotational semantics D : Processes!
}(S) is the least function, w.r.t. the ordering induced by �,
which satis�es the equations in Table 2.

Also D is well de�ned and can be obtained by a �x-point
construction. To see this, let us de�ne an interpretation as
a mapping I : Processes! }(S). Then let us denote by I
the cpo of all the interpretations (with the ordering induced
by �). We can then associate to the equations in Table 2
a monotonic (and continuous) mapping F : I ! I de�ned
by the equations of Table 2, provided that we replace the
symbol D for F(I) and that we replace equation E9 for the
following one: F(I)(recX:P) = I(P[recX:P=X]):
Then, one can easily prove that a function satis�es the

equations in Table 2 i� it is a �x-point of the function F .
Because this function is continuous (on a cpo) well known
results ensure us that its least �x-point exists and it equals
F! , where the powers are de�ned as follows: F0 = I0 (this
is the least interpretation which maps any process to the
empty set); Fn = F(Fn � 1) and F! = lubfF " njn � 0g
(where lub is the least upper bound on the cpo I).
As for the correctness of the denotational semantics, we

notice that some reactive sequences do not correspond to
real computations: Clearly, when considering a real com-
putation no further contribution from the environment is
possible. This means that, at each step, the assumption on
the current store must be equal to the store produced by the
previous step. In other words, for any two consecutive steps
hmi;m

0
i; x1ihmi+1;m

0
i+1; x2i we must have m0

i = mi+1. Fur-
thermore, triples containing � -actions do not correspond to
observable computational steps, as these involve �-actions
only. So we are led to the following.

Definition 3.3. Let s =
hm1; m

0
1; x1ihm2;m

0
2; x2i � � � hmn�1;m

0
n�1; xn�1ihmn;mn; �i

be a reactive sequence. We say that s is connected if mi =
m0

i�1 for each i, 2 � i � n, and xj 6= � for each j,
1 � j � n � 1.

According to the previous de�nition, a sequence is con-
nected if all the information assumed on the tuple space is

produced by the process itself, apart from the initial input,
and only �-actions are involved. A connected sequence rep-
resents a T-Linda computation where the �rst (assumed)
store is the input, while the last (produced) store is the re-
sult. This is the content of the following result.

Theorem 3.4. For any process P we have O(P) =

fm1m2 : : :mn j there exists a connected sequence
s 2 D[[P]] such that s =
hm1;m

0
1; x1ihm2; m

0
2; x2i � � � hmn;mn; �ig:

The proof of this result uses a modi�ed transition system,
where inactive (either suspended or not scheduled) processes
can perform � -actions. When considering our notions of
observables, we can prove that such a modi�ed transition
system is equivalent to the previous one and agrees with the
denotational model.
The following corollary, which shows the correctness w.r.t.

the input/ouput, is immediate.

Corollary 3.5. For any process P we have

Oio(P) = fhm;m0i j there exists a connected sequence
s 2 D[[P]]; such that
first(s) = m and result(s) = m0g:

From the de�nition of D[[P ]] (in particular from the de�-
nition of the semantic parallel operator) it follows that if a

sequence s cannot be composed via ~k to obtain a connected
sequence then such a sequence is useless and it can be elim-
inated. We then introduce the following abstraction on the
semantics D[[P ]].

Definition 3.6. We say that a sequence s is semi-connected

if there exists s0 such that s~ks0 is de�ned and is a connected
sequence. We then de�ne

�(D[[P ]]) = fs j s 2 D[[P ]] and s is semi-connected g:

It is straightforward to check that also �(D[[P ]]) is correct
and compositional, as it satis�es the equations in Table 2.
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So we could just de�ne directly �(D[[P ]]) from scratch, by
assuming that S contains only semi-connected sequences (we
used a di�erent de�nition for the sake of simplicity).
We conjecture that the denotational semantics �(D[[P ]]) is

fully abstract w.r.t. the observables O, that is that O(P) =
O(Q) i� �(D[[P ]]) = �(D[[Q]]) holds. We can prove this full
abstraction result for a modi�ed language which allows the
simultaneous addition, deletion and check for presence of
several tuples. When considering a language that allows to
add/remove only a tuple a time, as we do, the proof of the
full abstraction result becomes more involved and we are
currently working out the details.

4. RELATED AND FUTURE WORK
Even though the original proposal of the Linda coordina-

tion languages dates back to the eighties [17, 14], the de�ni-
tion of speci�c process calculi to reason formally about these
languages is quite recent [13, 16]. In particular, concerning
temporal aspects, the only other formal treatments we are
aware of are in [12, 20]. In [12] the authors investigate the
semantics of several coordination primitives (including time-
outs) which appeared in some recent extensions of the Linda
model, namely JavaSpaces [30] and TSpaces [31]. Time is
also considered in [20] where several variants of a language
inspired to the ESTEREL model are introduced and com-
pared.
The main di�erences between our approach and those in

[12, 20] is that we investigate a timed Linda language mainly
from the denotational semantics perspective while in [12,
20] the authors focus on the operational semantics. Fur-
thermore, our interpretation of time and of the time-out
construct is di�erent from those appearing in the mentioned
papers. We assume that once the elapsing of time for a time-
out has started it cannot be interrupted, while this is not the
case for the time-out considered in [12]. More precisely, sim-
ilarly to what happens in some timed process algebras (e.g.
[9]), actions in [12] are partitioned into instantaneous and
time consuming ones and a time consuming action, such as
the time-out, can be interleaved with an arbitrary number
of out and in actions, which are considered instantaneous.
On the other hand, we do not consider the out and in ac-
tions instantaneous, since these are the basic computational
steps on the store, and if these action are interleaved with
a time-out then elapsing of time is not interrupted. Also
the approach followed in [20] partitions the basic actions
into instantaneous and time consuming ones. Following the
ESTEREL model, computation in [20] proceeds in \bursts
of activity", that is, it uses a two phases schema: In the
�rst phase elementary actions are executed instantaneously.
Then, when no process can be further reduced, time pro-
gresses by one unit. This approach is similar to that one
of the tcc language de�ned in [27] and it is substantially
di�erent from ours.
Related to the present paper is also [4], where we inves-

tigated a timed ccp language. Clearly, there are relevant
di�erences with [4], since the ccp paradigm does not allow
removal of information from the global store and this sim-
pli�es considerably the semantic issues. Furthermore, max-
imal parallelism was assumed in [4] while here we consider
an interleaving model. This is a relevant di�erence, which
causes also a di�erent de�nition of the time-out construct:
In fact, under the maximal parallelism hypothesis one could
de�ne inductively the time-out construct in terms of the

usual Linda operators as follows: rdp(a)1?P Q = rdp(a)?P Q
and rdp(a)t?P Q = rdp(a)?P (rdp(a)t�1?P Q) for t > 1. On
the other hand, using an interleaving model and assuming,
as we do, that once the evaluation of the time-out has started
the elapsing of time can not be interrupted, the previous def-
inition does not work, as one can easily check by considering
a process consisting of two parallel time-outs1.
We already mentioned some other papers which use reac-

tive sequences for de�ning the semantics of several languages
[21, 10, 8, 4, 11]. The main di�erence with them is in the
speci�c model of computation that we use, where interleav-
ing and maximal parallelism coexist, which leads us to use �
and � annotations and to a di�erent technical development.
In the de�nition of T-Linda we made the simplifying as-

sumption that basic actions take one time unit. We can
easily relax this assumption by allowing actions of di�erent
(discrete) duration without major changes in the semantic
treatment. Also, our denotational semantics could easily
be adapted to the other timed Linda languages mentioned
before.
Apart from a further investigation of the full abstraction

issue, ongoing and future work includes an investigation of
the relations between Linda and ccp, especially considering
temporal issues, and an extension of our approach in order
to take into account also preemption mechanisms. The pre-
emption of A is the action of aborting an active process A
while starting another process B. There are many practical
cases where a preemption is necessary: For example, if A is
the process controlling the normal activity of some physical
device and some abnormal situation arises, then A must be
preempted and the exception handler B should be started.
Preemption primitives are present explicitly, for example, in
ESTEREL like languages [3]. Under the assumption of maxi-
mal parallelism a weak form of preemption can be naturally
obtained in terms of the time-out construct (see [4]), while
the presence of interleaving makes the de�nition of a pre-
emption construct more complicated. Finally, a last topic
which deserves further investigation is the study of tempo-
ral aspects in the context of languages for mobile computing
based on the Linda paradigm, such as Klaim [15], since the
implementations of these languages in some cases already
include a notion of time-out.
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